This work presents a detailed investigation of the changes in the global pattern of energetics under a prescribed temporal evolution of CO 2 concentration as proposed by the A2 IPCC forcing scenario (SRES-A2) using a combination of reanalysis and climate models. A validation climatology is computed using the classic Lorenz energetic formulation, with generation and dissipation components estimated as residuals. The results show a good agreement overall between models and reanalysis for the present day climate, noting that the models generally give more zonal energy and less eddy energy when compared to the reanalysis. Spatial analysis translates the above results as models depicting greater energy associated with the subtropical jet streams than effectively observed. This pattern is observed regardless of season or hemisphere. The projections for future climate scenarios suggest a further increase in the zonal kinetic energy, with a slight average reduction in all other terms. This pattern is seen in association with a substantial decrease in the conversion term mainly associated with sensible heat transport (CA) under a warmer climate. In agreement with recent work in the literature, our results suggest an overall reduction of the global energetics under increasing CO 2 .
Introduction
Recent studies have shown that the tendency for planetary temperature increase observed in the 20th century has caused a global change on the earth-atmosphere energy balance and consequently altered the atmospheric disturbances behavior in a broad range of spatial and temporal scales. The cause of the changes has been majorly attributed to a gradual and continued increase of greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere [1] [2] [3] . According to the fourth IPCC report [4] , the fossil fuel burning process, demanded by the human energy consumption, land use, and agricultural activities are anthropogenic components responsible for the CO 2 concentration increasing, as well as NH 4 and N 2 O (hereafter called GHGs). The rising of the GHGs atmospheric concentration amplifies the greenhouse effect efficiency by trapping more heat in the atmosphere, and as a consequence the atmosphere has its circulation pattern altered and adjusted to the additional heating as to establish a new equilibrium condition. However, the consequences for the atmospheric circulation patterns can be felt trough the changes in a broad spatial and temporal scale of eddy disturbances. For example, the author in [1] investigated the linear relation between the frequency of cyclones and anticyclones with the Northern Hemisphere (NH) continental surface temperature and showed a direct relation between both; that is, in the period of increasing (decreasing) surface air temperature the number of registered cyclones diminished (rose). The authors in [5] observed an increase in the number of cyclone cases at high latitudes and a falling in their frequency at middle latitude zones for boreal winter in the period of . According to the authors, the poleward displacement of the baroclinic zone has increased the number of cyclones at higher latitudes and diminished their frequency in the middle latitudes. The 2 Advances in Meteorology authors affirmed that the rising of CO 2 concentration in the atmosphere has influenced the migration of the baroclinic zone to the north and consequently caused a reduction in the number of cyclones in middle latitudes followed by the rising frequency of disturbances at higher latitudes.
Similar results were found by the authors in [6] who observed a tendency of rising (decreasing) in the number of cyclone cases in high (middle) latitude regions for the winter season. However, the authors noted, for the period of analysis 1959-1997, a positive tendency in the number of strong cyclones in both mid and high latitudes. The authors in [2] observed an increase in the number of intense cyclone cases in the north Atlantic and north Pacific and in the Eurasia continent. Although the number of strong cyclones has been observed to increase in those regions, the total number of cyclones, including the less intense cases, remained unchanged. Based on idealized simulations with moist static stability parameter, the author in [7] has found that extratropical kinetic energy is reduced in a warmed climate and the length of extratropical systems depends on the strength of the warming. For the Southern Hemisphere (SH), studies have shown similar tendencies of frequency and intensity of cyclones [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, the authors in [12] bring into attention the important fact of using cyclone detection and tracking algorithms to determine the frequency and life cycle of extratropical cyclones. According to them, due to a range of different characteristics related to the cyclones formation, their asymmetry and life cycle can differ from each other and result in different diagnostics [13] . One of their main results suggests that, after the differences between the tracking schemes, the number of weaker systems is reduced under increasing greenhouse gas forcing, while the number of stronger systems rises in specific areas of the Northern Hemisphere during winter seasons. Tropical cyclones are another range of atmospheric disturbances that can be potentially affected by global warming [14] [15] [16] [17] .
This study focuses on the atmospheric energetics response to a higher greenhouse gas concentration, as prescribed by the SRES-A2 forcing [4] , using three coarseresolution coupled atmosphere-ocean models. There are several ways to formally study the impact of a warmer environment on the energy cycle, as those used in the studies of [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In the present work, we focus on the changes in the main energy terms: available potential and kinetic energy, and their conversions for the SRES-A2 forcing, using a formulation in which, different from previous studies [18] , the eddy component is taken as the direct calculation of the differences from the zonal mean. The Lorenz energy cycle is a robust way to estimate how the available potential energy is produced and converted into zonal and eddy kinetic energy via barotropic and baroclinic conversions.
Recently, the literature has started to address the question of how the energy will respond to global warming in a more formal sense. This was brought to light particularly by the work of the author in [24] . In this work the authors used an approach based on the formal Eulerian mean decomposition, where the energetics is also given in terms of calculations in the transient which runs over a 10-year run with 3% increase in CO 2 . In this way, the authors obtained an empirical (fictitious) distribution which provides an estimate of the variability of the energy terms under increased CO 2 scenarios. While the author in [24] conclude that there is a reduction in the strength of the Lorenz energy cycle with an increase in zonal mean kinetic energy due to global warming in one model, here we show a further global variability in three different models compared to the European and American Reanalyses.
Data and Methodology

Reanalysis and Coupled Climate Model Data.
Data of horizontal wind components (zonal and meridional), air temperature, omega vertical velocity, and geopotential height from two reanalysis projects and from three national research centers were used to compute the global energetics in the space domain. The energy analysis is carried out for two distinct periods. The first is from 1979 to 1999 and the second is between 2079 and 2099. The National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 2) [25] and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ERA-40) [26] data are 2.5 × 2.5 regularly grid spaced. These data were obtained, respectively, from the NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostic Center available on the website http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/ and http://www.ecmwf.int/. The coupled climate global models are the ECHAM5, developed by the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology [27] , CGCM3, developed at the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis [28] , and the third version of the ocean-atmosphere model initially developed at the Centre European de Recherche et de Formation Avancée en Calcul Scientifique (CERFACS) then regularly updated at the Center National Weather Research, CRNM [29] . Data from the coupled climate models used in this study present varying horizontal resolution. Data from ECHAM5 has a spatial resolution equivalent to 1.875 ∘ × 1.875 ∘ degrees, as the model runs with a horizontal resolution of 63 waves triangular spectral truncated and 31 levels in the vertical (T63L31). The CGCM3 atmospheric components were run with a horizontal resolution of 47 waves triangular spectral truncated and 31 levels in the vertical (T47L31), which is equivalent to 3.75 ∘ × 3.75 ∘ degrees. The CRNM global coupled climate model runs with a horizontal resolution of 42 waves triangular spectral truncated and 45 levels in the vertical (T42L45), which is equivalent to a horizontal resolution of 2.8 ∘ × 2.8 ∘ degrees. The atmospheric variables were integrated from the lowest level, considered to be at the surface (1000 hPa) up to 100 hPa. The atmospheric energetic terms determined for each model and reanalysis datasets include zonal and perturbed available potential energy and kinetic energy, generation of available potential energy, conversion terms, and dissipation of kinetic energy terms.
The CMIP3 models were the natural choice for this work because they have already been sufficiently studied and validated as to be able to compare our results with those of previous works employing similar energetics techniques. We also note that the recent literature suggests that the CMIP5 Advances in Meteorology 3 models contain very similar biases as the CMIP3 runs over the Pacific Ocean (Damien Irving, manuscript under review).
Space Domain Energetics Method.
A traditional and compact form of presenting energy computations is suggested by Lorenz [18] , where the potential energy, which is available to be converted into kinetic energy, can be split into zonal available potential energy (AZ), the energy associated with the zonal averaged state, and eddy available potential energy (AE), the energy related to the departure from the zonal mean state. The kinetic energy can be treated similarly as potential energy; that is, the kinetic energy of the flow can be separated into its zonal (KZ) and eddy (KE) parts. From a four-component view the spatial domain Lorenz energy cycle (SDLEC) can be written as
The last term in (3) and (4) can be combined and computed in the form of residuals, with the incorporation of calculation errors related to the time derivatives ( KZ and KE) in the form
The conversion terms are labeled as CZ, CA, CE, and CK, respectively, denoting the conversion from AZ into KZ, AZ into AE, AE into KE, and KE into KZ. The CZ term depends upon the covariance between zonal means of vertical velocity and temperature. CZ reflects the growth of KZ at the expense of AZ when there is warm air rising and cold air sinking latitudinally. The CA term depends upon the relation between the meridional transport of sensible heat and the meridional gradient of zonal averaged temperature, and the vertical transport of sensible heat and the vertical gradient of zonal averaged temperature.
The CE term depends upon the covariance between the departure from the mean value (eddy) of vertical velocity and temperature. According to this conversion, the term KE increases at the expense of AE when warm air rises and cold air sinks longitudinally. These three forms of energy quantities are known as baroclinic conversions as they are related to heat transport. The CK term, named as barotropic term, depends upon the horizontal (zonal and meridional) and vertical transport of angular momentum. For instance, if CZ is positive (negative), there is local growth of KZ (AZ) at the expense of AZ (KZ). Generation of AZ (AE) occurs when there is meridional (zonal) differential heating.
Detailed mathematical expressions for all the components of the energy budget, as described by (5) and (6) are presented in the appendix. Here the Lorenz diagram considers that the conversion terms are always positive, with the arrows indicating the direction of the fluxes. The rates of generation of available potential energy and dissipation of kinetic energy are obtained here as residuals as these rates are difficult to calculate directly.
It is now convenient to explain the main differences between the methodology applied in this study and those used in [30] [31] [32] . In these papers all the reservoirs and conversion terms involve first-and second-order climate statistics (means, variance, and covariance) of the basic prognostic variables [30] . They include in the calculus of energetics the participation of standing and transient eddies, respectively, related to zonal and time differences. However, the energetics methodology applied in this study takes into account the eddy as the difference from the zonal mean or the standing eddies. Following this methodology, there are some differences between the results of this work and those previously mentioned, especially for meridional energy distributions. However, in a volume integrated sense both techniques show similar and coherent values that suggest that both forms of analysis are robust when global energetics is considered. We further note that caution should be taken when comparing the integrated values shown by several authors, especially because of the different range of vertical integration of each work. Rather, it is the orders of magnitude and the proportion amongst each energy terms which give the most meaningful interpretation.
Results
Time Series of Energy and Conversion Terms.
In [33] , the authors validate five models against the energetics, using an approach based on wave spectra decomposition to study the potential effects of global warming on the energy cascade feedback-loop in the atmosphere. They showed that most of the models simulate reasonably well the energy wave spectra and the downscale energy cascade as well as the energy transfer for the zonal wave interactions of kinetic energy, but with generally too much energy in the models. As we will see, our validation results show a similar behaviour in terms of global averages with additional nuances, as we also explore the behaviour of the generation terms. For instance, the eddy available potential energy is generally weaker in the models compared to the reanalyses during the northern winter, suggesting a smaller potential for transient disturbances to form. In connection to that of this pattern, the models also have a more positive global average generation of KE compared to that of the reanalysis (regardless of magnitude), where this term is usually negative. As we will discuss in this section, this behaviour suggests a lesser ability of models in generating transient disturbances in the atmosphere when compared to the reanalyses, at least for the Northern Hemisphere, regardless of potential impacts of global warming.
Firstly, time series of generation, available potential energy, and kinetic energy for their zonal and eddy components are compared for the reanalysis (ERA-40 and NCEP-II) and coupled models (CNRM, CGCM3, and ECHAM5) datasets. The mean values of each term were calculated by integrating the atmosphere globally from the surface up to 100 hPa. Hereafter, the northern winter and summer represent the period from December through February (DJF) and June to August (JJA). The climatological annual cycles of generation, available potential energy, and kinetic energy, with their zonal and eddy parts, from the reanalysis and coupled models are illustrated in Figure 1 . The values of GZ for the reanalysis are maximized from January to March (Figure 1(a) ), while GE highest values are observed Advances in Meteorology 5 in winter months (Figure 1(b) ). The coupled climate models overestimate GE and do not produce the maximum negative values of GE as observed in reanalysis. This is suggestive of more energy to be converted into KE in the case of coupled models. The opposite behavior is observed in the case of GZ, where coupled models usually underestimate the reanalysis. A comparison between coupled models and reanalysis shows that their results are climatologically similar. Zonal available potential energy (Figure 1(c) ) presents a small variation around the year relative to the eddy component (Figure 1(d) ). An important aspect concerns the maximization of AZ and minimization of AE by the coupled models relative to reanalysis. The major discrepancy between both data sets is observed for the values of AE. A smaller production of AE by the coupled models can be reflected into the growing of eddy disturbances via baroclinic processes and/or a redirection of energy to GE and AZ terms. The greater input of AZ by the coupled models can yield stronger jet streams, comparatively to that produced with reanalysis. The maximum values of KZ from the coupled models can be observed from Figure 1 (e). With exception of the CNRM model, for autumn and summer all other models overestimate KZ, with CGCM3 producing the highest values. A positive aspect is that all the models follow the reanalysis climatological annual cycle.
The highest values of KE from the coupled models, especially those observed from ECHAM5, suggest that the kinetic energy related to the disturbances may be stronger than the reanalysis but not on a consistent basis, depending on the model. Dissipations of KZ and KE (Figures 1(g) and 1(h)), determined as residual, are well produced by the coupled models. Figure 2 illustrates the time series for energy conversions determined by both reanalysis and coupled models. According to the reanalysis data sets, CZ, which is responsible for the connection between AZ and KZ with a natural energy flow in the direction of KZ by the zonal-mass overturning circulation, presents maximum values during the NH summer months (Figure 2(a) ). The models adequately produced this maximum, though the CGCM3 model underestimates CZ and the ECHAM5 and CNRM yield values higher than those of the reanalysis. An important point is that climatologically CZ is always positive which corroborates the natural growing of KZ at the expense of AZ. The connection between the available potential energies is made by CA and the results of this conversion term are illustrated in Figure 2 (b). The energy supply from AZ to AE or vice versa depends on the balance between meridional and vertical heat transfer, with a growing of AE when the result is positive. In this case, it can be noted that CA is always positive which is indicative of an energy flow from AZ to AE in both reanalysis and coupled models at high latitudes during the winter hemisphere. Furthermore, both reanalysis values are very similar, and their phase and amplitude are strongly locked around the year. Models do produce adequately the positive values of CA and its climatological annual cycle when compared with reanalysis. Maximum values of CA are observed during winter months, followed by a flat curve for summer months where the baroclinic instability is greatly reduced. Figure 2(c) shows the behavior of annual cycle of CE. It can be noted that both reanalyses produce similar values of CE, including their seasonality, whereas the values of CE relative to the coupled models are more dispersive and in some cases they are out of phase (for instance, CNRM and ECHAM5). Positive values of CE are indicative of the growing of disturbances by baroclinic processes at the expense of AE. This conversion is stronger during both summer and winter, followed by a minor conversion, but still in the direction of growing KE, during transition seasons. In this context, all the models overestimate the values of such conversion when compared with both reanalyses meaning that they are able to produce stronger disturbances than the reanalysis. Once the disturbance grows, they can transfer energy to either zonal flow or minor scale disturbances via dissipative processes. The way the energy is converted to intensify zonal flows can be detected by CK: when it is positive KZ grows at the expense of KE by barotropic processes, that is, by momentum transfer. Figure 2(d) illustrates the annual cycle of CK. A good similarity between both reanalyses and models can be seen. The models reproduce month to month variations well and their values are very similar to those of the reanalysis, except the ECHAM5 which overestimates both negative and positive values of CK from reanalysis, respectively, for January to March and May through September. Although CK presents low values compared to the other conversion terms they still indicate important global features associated with barotropic process such as blocking. For JJA, KZ grows at the expense of disturbances, while the disturbances grow at the expense of KZ for DJF.
Latitudinal Distributions of the Energy Components.
The energy analysis previously discussed is related to the time variation of a global integration with implicitly meridional and vertical contributions to energy and conversion terms. However, a detailed view into the latitudinal distribution of the Lorenz energy components is necessary to clarify important aspects relative to the differences between coupled models and reanalysis energetics. The meridional distribution of available potential energy and kinetic energy terms for both data sets during the NH winter and summer is illustrated in Figure 3 . The results show high values of zonal available potential energy from high latitudes until ∼45 ∘ S followed by two minor peaks of AZ around equatorial and middle latitudes in the NH (Figure 3(a) ). The results from coupled models show that they can reproduce reasonably well both the phase and amplitude of AZ values. Most differences are observed in the high SH latitudes where ECHAM5 underestimates the values of AZ and the CGCM3 overestimates it at NH mid latitudes. According to [30] , high values of AZ in high latitudes are due to the low values of temperature in the high troposphere produced by the models. The results for AZ during summer are opposite in the winter season (Figure 3(b) ). In this season, NH high latitudes present the highest values of AZ when compared to others locations, including the SH. For this season the results from the models show good similarities in comparison with those from the reanalysis. Significant differences between reanalysis and coupled models relative to the production of zonal kinetic Excessive zonal mean kinetic energy in the coupled models is observed in SH and NH for the winter season. The models almost duplicate the values of KZ in the SH and overestimate KZ in the NH, except for the CGCM3 which produces values of KZ similar to those of both reanalyses. During JJA the reanalyses show the double jet structure associated with the subtropical jet stream and polar frontal jet (Figure 3(d) ). ECHAM5 and CNRM seem to miss these features and shift the jet core to lower latitudes. The eddy available potential energy for both seasons is depicted in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) . It can be seen that the value of KE for coupled models is consistently lower than that from both reanalyses during winter months. The peak of AE during this month is observed to be just of 60 ∘ N (Figure 4(a) ). For summer months, the values of AE are relatively lower and flatter than in winter, with coupled models underestimating AE when compared with the reanalysis (Figure 4(b) ). Eddy kinetic energy during winter season presents maximum values north of 60 ∘ N (Figure 4(c) ). The coupled models underestimate the values of KE in high latitudes in the NH; however, they are able to reproduce the flat and low values observed in the SH. In particular, coupled models produce excessive KE in the tropics during summer when compared to reanalysis, as observed from Figure 4 is related to KE quantities. To better evaluate such attribution, a regional energy quantification should be carried out using a fine grid resolution data, which is beyond the scope of this study. Similar results for AE and KE were found in [26] in which the authors applied a global energetic study for the last glacial maximum climate. In this study they split the energy components into transient and stationary eddies. The conversion terms in the Lorenz energetic explain how the energy flows from one kind of energy into another, as a response to the dynamical behavior of the atmosphere. To detail the geography of the conversions, based on vertical integrands around latitudinal positions, Figure 5 is presented. There is little difference between the values of CZ produced by the NCEP reanalysis ( Figure 5(a) ), especially in the equatorial region for DJF. Such small difference is not observed to occur in ECMWF reanalysis. As this term is relative to the flow of energy between AZ and KZ, where positive values mean a growth of KZ by the mass overturning due to meridional heat differences in the atmosphere, it can be seen from the reanalysis that there are maximum negative values around mid latitudes in the NH followed by a maximum at 60 ∘ N. The models are able to yield these peaks and the general latitudinal variance of CZ. The maximum values of CZ in the NH are coincident with maximum of KZ in the same region ( Figure 5(a) ). This is theoretically true, as KZ grows at the expense of available potential energy when CZ is positive. During summer months ( Figure 5(b) ) the values of CZ present a higher regional variability and 
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Scenario. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 explore how the models characterize the energetics for the future climate. From the results of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we know that the chosen models do a good job in reproducing the overall features of the energy conversions compared to the reanalysis, with a tendency to overestimate the zonal component of the circulation. This behavior needs to be taken into account when exploring future climate scenarios, so that this intrinsic bias is kept in proportion while assessing the future climate with the respective global energy changes.
In this section, we investigate details about the energy terms for the 1979-1999 (hereafter referred to as 20C3M) and 2079-2099 (SRES-A2 coupled models) periods. Figure 6 shows the annual climatological latitudinal distribution of the energy components along with their zonal and eddy components. The "error bars" (i.e., the inherent variability), indicating the 95% confidence level about the mean, are in both hemispheres. The ECHAM5 and CNRM models do not produce a very marked peak over the tropics; however, they yield proportionally more eddy kinetic energy towards the subtropics.
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The behavior of the conversion terms for both 20C3M and SREAS conditions is examined in Figure 7 . Figures 7(a) less generation of eddy available potential energy, implying smaller disturbances on average. Small differences between CZ values are observed between the current climate and the SRES-A2 projection, as can be seen in Figures 7(d)-7(f) . The baroclinic conversion differences from model to model can be seen in Figures 7(g)-7 (i). CGCM3 shows a decrease in CE, especially in the subtropics (Figure 7(g) ). CNRM shows an increase of CE between 30 ∘ and 60 ∘ N under SRES-A2, with a small decrease in the tropical region (Figure 7(h) ). The same pattern is observed in the values of CE from ECHAM5 (Figure 7(i) ). According to the CGCM3 model, there are an increase of barotropic conversion in the tropical region of the SH and a negative increase around 15 degrees in the Northern Hemisphere (Figure 7(j) ). The ECHAM5 also shows a similar behavior, suggesting more available energy for the maintenance of blocking episodes in the subtropics under a warming scenario. This result agrees with earlier findings by the authors in [34] who showed longer lasting (although weaker) blocking occurrence under a doubled global CO 2 scenario.
Climatological Means of SDLEC for SRES-A2.
The average annual cycle for a composite of model results for the 20C3M and SRES-A2 climate conditions is displayed in Figure 8 . The error bars, indicating the 95% confidence level about the mean, are included in this panel to show the interannual variation experienced by the reservoir terms. The results show that both values of zonal and eddy available potential energy significantly diminish in a warming environment along the year (Figures 8(a) and 8(b) ). The reduction in these quantities is related, respectively, to the weakening of meridional and zonal temperature contrasts in the atmosphere and suggests that less potential energy is available to be converted into zonal and eddy flow via CZ and CE conversion terms. The values of KZ are indicative of a much stronger zonal flow, for example, mid latitude and polar jet streams, in a warmer environment (Figure 8(c)) . The values of KE are slightly, and nonstatistically significant, reduced in the SRES-A2 climate. Such a small difference between KE from 20C3M and SRES-A2 is due the low values of AE (Figure 8(b) ) and CE (Figure 9(c) ). The energy terms CA and CZ are significantly reduced in the SRES-A2 simulation, suggesting that less energy will be converted between AZ and AE and AZ and KZ (Figures 9(a) and 9(b) ). This pattern is a consequence of the reduction in the AZ energy reservoir, as can be seen in Figure 8 An interesting point is that, as it is observed in Figure 9 , all energy conversion terms experience a decrease in the SRES-A2 simulation when compared with those in the 20C3M. The most significant are observed to occur during January to April and from November to December in CA Advances in Meteorology term. The remaining conversion terms do not show statistically significant changes. In an anomaly perspective, the SDLEC flow is completely reversed, which is indicative of a significant change of the global atmospheric dynamics. Model ensemble meridional distribution of energy and conversion for 20C3M and SRES-A2 are depicted in Figures 10(a)-10(d) and Figures 11(a)-11(d) . The results suggest that in a warm climate, based on A2 CO 2 emission scenario, the zonal available potential energy is significantly reduced in low latitudes, limited by 15 ∘ S and 15 ∘ N, and at high latitudes (Figure 10(a) ). Latitudinal mean values of AE show an increase in middle and high latitudes in the NH and decrease around 60 ∘ S (Figure 10 The increasing of CK values in the tropical regions points to a possible strengthening of large-scale disturbances via barotropic processes. In order to evaluate the robustness of coupled models in reproducing the Lorenz energetics for the SRES-A2 forcing, Figure 12 compares the SDLEC for an average of reanalysis and coupled models. As can be noted from Figure 12(a) , the values of AZ and KZ energy reservoirs are higher in models than in reanalyses, with AE being higher for the reanalysis ensemble and KE approximately keeping the same values for the reanalysis and coupled models. Both sets of values show GZ acting as source of energy to AZ, with the models producing the highest values. The values of eddy component of generation term show GE acting as a sink of energy for both reanalysis and GCMs. These results are consistent with [30] , in which the authors explained the stronger energy cycle in the climate models related to reanalysis with generating push and dissipation pull hypothesis. They used such hypothesis to explain the high values of KZ and the low values of KE in the models. Accordingly, to them the excess of KZ is due to large values of AZ, with excessive DE (dissipation of eddy kinetic energy) producing lower values of KE compared to observations. The differences between the values of residuals of dissipation do not exceed 5%. The conversion fluxes flow from both sets of ensembles are in the same direction, with coupled models producing the highest values of CA, CE, and CK. In an integrated perspective, that is, summing the eddy and zonal-average quantities (generation, available potential energy and dissipation process), and CZ and CE (not shown), coupled models exceed the generation, available potential energy, conversion between available potential energy and kinetic energy, and dissipation process, respectively, in 11.5%, 9.7%, 1.6%, 5.2%, and 1.6%. These results further reveal that even for higher values of generation, potential energy and kinetic energy in the coupled models, the growth of kinetic energy by the potential source (the conversion term, CZ + CE) remains approximately unchanged. This is possible under the consideration that the covariance between vertical velocity and absolute air temperature (for eddy and zonalmean components) in both sets of ensembles is equivalent. Furthermore, these results suggest that the global SDLEC strength, which can be estimated from the conversion between potential energy and kinetic energy, is near the same for both sets of ensembles. Figure 12(b) shows the values of annual mean SDLEC produced by the ensemble of coupled models for SRES-A2 forcing (color in black) and their respective anomalies, measured by the difference between the coupled model ensemble in the period of 20C3M and SRES-A2 CO 2 in red. It can be seen that in a high CO 2 concentration environment higher anomalies are observed in zonal energy reservoirs than in their eddy components. Both zonal and eddy available potential energies are reduced in the SRES-A2 projection, while kinetic energy increases mainly in the zonal component. Reduction is observed in the total conversion between potential energy and kinetic energy (CZ + CE), followed by an increase of 24.2% in the barotropic conversion term (CK). These results are indicative of the anomalous increase of KZ that comes from the anomalous rising in CK, as CZ decreases. These findings are in agreement with [32, 35] results, which found significant reduction in the main components of the energy cycle for a CO 2 atmospheric concentration doubled condition.
The reduction of AZ, in the SRES-A2 environment, must be related in part to the decrease of 20.2% in zonal-mean generation of potential energy (GZ), as a consequence of the weakening of meridional temperature in the atmosphere due to positive temperature anomalies in high levels over the tropics and in the lower troposphere in polar regions [36] . This reduction in AZ provoked a reduction in both CA and CZ, respectively, of 15.5% and 9.0%. The reduction in the values of baroclinic term (CE) is not significant, suggesting that in a global sense the departures of kinetic energy from the kinetic zonal-mean do not represent an anomalous growth at the expense of AE. The results still show a small reduction in the residual dissipation terms. Figures 12(c)-12(f) show the seasonal climatological values of SDLEC. For all seasons the negative anomaly in AZ, AE, and KE still persists, followed by positive anomalous KZ. The same behavior is observed in GZ, RKZ, RKE, and GE, when compared to the annual mean. For all seasons the energy and conversion terms, including residual dissipation and generation terms, are given by negative anomalies, with maximum total potential and kinetics energy (AZ + AE and KZ + KE), conversion from potential to kinetic energy (CZ + CE), and residual dissipation term (RKZ + RKE) in DJF. Their corresponding anomalies for SRES-A2 are also higher in this season.
Summary
The present study carried out a global energy analysis in order to quantify the differences between the period 1979-1999 and the period 2079-2099 under the SRES-A2 CO 2 forcing condition. The energy results of three coupled climate models are compared to NCEP-II and ERA-40 reanalyses for the period from 1979 to 1999 as a validation point. The energetic changes are achieved by computing the anomalies between the ensemble of coupled models for the two periods of analysis. The analysis of the energetic results is divided into time series, latitudinal distribution and volume integrated based on SRES-A2 forcing.
Averaged monthly means of energy and conversion terms were carried out for the period from 1979 to 1999 from reanalysis data and coupled model data. Results for energy and conversion terms from both reanalysis are very similar in terms of magnitude and month to month variation. GZ is higher in winter, while maximum values of GE occur over the summer months. The three coupled models used in this study adequately simulate the seasonal behavior of both types of generation of available potential energy. The coupled models yield more zonal available potential energy compared to observed values. Although the models are able to produce phase and amplitude of AE, they systematically underestimate its magnitude. Less production of AE by the coupled models can reflect into a slower growing of eddy disturbances via baroclinic process and/or a redirection of energy to GE and AZ components of the energy cycle. The models ECHAM5 and CGCM3 produce values of KZ higher than those of the reanalysis. The maximum values of CZ produced by the reanalysis for summer are well simulated by the coupled models. Furthermore, climatologically the values of CZ are indicative of an energy flow directed from AZ to KZ, which was verified by the models. The climate models adequately reproduce the annual cycle of CA, CE, and CK in a general sense.
The latitudinal distribution of energy and conversion terms for the period from 1979 to 1999 has shown that coupled models are able to simulate reasonably well the meridional variations of AZ for both summer and winter, including the phase and amplitude of AZ values. The largest values of AZ are observed from mid to high latitudes during summer in both hemispheres. The highest value of AE as observed from reanalysis is located around 60 ∘ N during winter, with CNRM and ECHAM5 simulating low values of AE at this latitude. The CNRM model reproduced well the meridional variations of AE. Significant discrepancies between both reanalysis and coupled models relative to KZ values were noted. Excessive values of KZ are produced by the coupled models relative to reanalysis in both hemispheres. The ECHAM5 and CNRM almost double the values of KZ in the SH. However, the CGCM3 gives values and meridional distribution similar to those of the reanalysis. Furthermore, the ECHAM5 and CNRM models were unable to simulate the double jet structure in the SH. For the case of eddy zonal kinetic energy, it was observed that the values of KE from coupled models are consistently lower than those produced by ERA-40 and NCEP-II. It was also observed that the coupled models underestimate the values of KE in NH high latitudes.
Time series of a composite of models show that both zonal and eddy available potential energies decrease in a warmer environment for all seasons. These reductions suggest that less potential energy is available to be converted into zonal and eddy flow via CZ and CE. Positive anomalies of KZ and negative anomalies of KE suggest an increase in the mid latitude jet stream and a reduction in the intensity of the eddies under increased CO 2 condition. A revealing point is that all the values of energy conversion terms decrease in SRES-A2 climate when compared with those in the 20C3 M period. Reduction is still observed in the total conversion between available potential energy and kinetic energy, followed by a 24.2% increase in the barotropic term. It is observed that the reduction of AZ is due the diminishing of GZ in the SRES-A2 forcing period. This induced reduction induces a decrease in both CA and CZ. No significant change in the baroclinic conversion term is observed. Therefore anomalous SDLEC relative to the 20C3M climate depicts an overall reduction in the strength of global energetics in the energy flows.
Our results contribute towards a better understanding of the variability and evolution of the global energetics, further validating and complementing the recent works of [24, 33] under the perspective of our explicit calculation of the eddy component in the energy equations. The range of IPCC models used in our analyses confirms the overall traits first found by [24] , increasing our confidence in how the energetics will respond to further increases in the global temperature. Our analyses also provide for the first time guidance into how the energy generation terms are compared with the reanalyses, highlighting that the models tend to have a reduced ability to generate potential energy compared to the reanalysis particularly during the northern winter. However, over the southern winter, the eddy potential energy is stronger in the models, suggesting that the models can reproduce the transient activity better in the Southern Hemisphere. The reasons for this behaviour are currently being investigated.
